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Did you know that some sharks can . . .glow in the dark!grow to be as long as a fire truck!lose

thousands of teeth during their lives!feel electricity in the water!Filled with outstanding photographs

from the Wildlife Conservation Society, Amazing Sharks! is a new title in an exciting nonfiction I Can

Read Book series. The series explores the amazing animals that share our world and how we can

help them survive.
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This is my 5-year old's second favorite book about sharks; he has two. It has good information and

pictures of sharks and takes about 10 minutes to read. I'm beginning to think I'll never get to read

anything else again but shark books. He loves them.

I purchased several books at one time for my emergent reader son, who is 4 years old. This was his

favorite. He loved the pictures and could begin to read some of the words as well. This is an

excellent way to introduce young children to non-fiction books.

Okay, I cannot figure out why I bothered to buy this book in the first place. Despite the fact that I live



in Utah and have not spent a heck of a lot of time near the ocean, I have a weird fear of sharks.But

guess what? Plenty of other people find them plenty cool! And as I read this introductory text to the

amazing world of sharks I found myself grudgingly appreciating their incredible diversity and ability

to survive. Truly they are very cool animals and while I will never love them I did appreciate what

this book taught. And that means great text, lots of incredible, beautiful, and terrifying photos, and

neat, did-you-know style facts.Shark lovers will love this quick read and those delighting in

information will also get something out of it.

This book is more on my grandson's level. He is almost 3, and the illustrations and information were

more simple and concise than other books that I purchased on this subject. This will definitely be a

book that he will be able to read by himself in a few years.

I really like this book because it's interesting and they're one of my favorite animals.My opinion of

this book is I like it because they're cool to learn about.This book is mainly about different kinds of

sharks. Would you like to find out about the biggest shark in the world? Then you might want to read

Amazing Sharks.

This book on sharks is a great book. It teaches children about sharks in an easy to read format. In a

way, you little one will become more of a researcher.This book is a more advanced book. With less

illustrations, the child has to focus more on the text to learn all about sharks and their wonderful

lifestyles.A great book to push any shark loving child to the next level of reading.

A definite hit for any "future marine biologist." My daughter loves it and re-reads it often.

Yes, it's a flimsy paperback book, but for an new reader who enjoys ocean life - especially sharks,

this was a hit. Honestly, I wouldn't say it's worth the cost of shipping, but my son's smile is, so I

bought it and he likes it and I'm game for anything that makes reading fun for a beginner.
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